Case No. 16PD026

Legal Description:

Lot 25 of Broadmoor Subdivision Phase I, located in Section 10, T1N, R7E, BHM, Rapid City, Pennington County, South Dakota
Community Planning and Development Services
Attachment for "Description of Request"

Requesting a variance easement of the 25' setback. This request is based on placing a roofed structure over the existing deck with an overhang of 24" to match the existing house. The existing house is 28.7 feet from the property line. The existing deck extends 12' from the house and adding 24" to match the overhang, the total would be 14' from the house...thereby making the variance request 14.7' setback rather than the required 25' setback.

The reason for this request is an effort to make the deck space usable again by eliminating some of the large increase in road noise due to the increased traffic on Sheridan Lake Road. The deck as is today is unusable. We have not used the deck for several years due to the road noise. The deck needs to be repaired so rather than replace a deck that will not be used, we are requesting the variance to extend the roof over the existing deck area.

The adjoining property owner is the city of Rapid City which is a necessary drainage area. This variance would seem to create no issues as it would not be visible to the general public due to the tall Blue Spruce trees that border the Broadmoor subdivision.

I have visited with both adjoining neighbors as well as with the architectural committee of the subdivision and everyone is in agreement that this variance would not be an issue or problem.